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Self-Consistent Calculations of Two-Dimensional Electron Density in

GaAs/Al*Gar - rAs Heterostructures

Hiroki Ilihara, Kazuo Miyatsuji and Chihiro Hamaguchi

Department of ElecLronics, Osaka Universi-ty

JapanSuita, Osaka 565,

Sheet density of the two-dimensional electron gas in modulation doped GaLs/
AL*Ga1_7Ls heterostructures have been calculated self-consistently as functions of
the doping density in n-Al*Ga1_*As and the thickness of the un-doped Al*Gar_.^As layer
for x = 0.77 to 0.33 and latiite temperatures at 4.2 and, 77K. Ir is t""'"?*thar the
triangular approximation and other treatments reported so far wi-l1 not give a good
result. Present results indicate that the penetration of the electron functions j-nto
the un-doped Al*Gat_rAs layer plays an important role in determining the device
parameEers.

g 1. Introduction
Recently, several kinds of GaAs/AlrGaf-sAs

field effect transistors have been proposedl r2r3) ,

which are fabrj-cated with molecular beam epi-taxy

tequniques. HEMT is the most famous among them,

in which high switching speed and high electron
mobility at low temperatures are achieved.

In view of design of modulation doped GaAs/

AL*Ga1_*As field effect transistors, it is irnpor-
tant to know the properties of hetero-interface as

a function of doping concentraLions in n type
AL*Gap*As 1ayer. In order to analyse these pro-
perties, several methods, for example, the tri_an-
gular potential approximat j-on or var j_ational

treatment4), have been reported so far. Such me-

thods, however, are not sufficient t.o provide a

satisfactory result because they neglect the
penetration of the electron wave functions into
the Al*Ga1-xAs layer. In other words, the assump-

tion of the infinite discontinuity of the conduc-

tion band edge at the hetero-interface is not
correct in this GaAs/A1trGa1_*As system.

We propose more refined analysis which utilize
self-consistent calculations by taking into
account che finite discontinuity of the conduction

bands at the interface. The method has been suc-
cessfully applied to the case of Si inversion
layer to investigate electronic properties 5) and

also adopted to study the two-dimensj-ona1 system

in GaAs/A7*Ga1-*As heterojunctions 5). The electron

c-I1-2

density of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)

in modulation doped GaAs/A1trGa1_*As heterostruc-
ture have been calculated self-consistently as a

function of the un-doped AI*Gap*As for x = 0.17

to 0.33 and lattice temperatures at 4.2 and l7K.
The calculations were carried out by solving
Schrodinger equation and Poisson equation self-
consistently. The result show that the penetra-
tion of the electron wave functions into the un-

doped A1-*Gap*As layer plays an important role in
devj-ce parameters.

92. Self-consistent calculations
Shown in Fig.l is the schematic diagram of a

GaAs/A$Ga1_*As heterostructure dealt with in the
present paper.
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Schmatic sketch of
hetero structure.

non-doped AlrGo;-,As

the model of AlrGar_*As



!{e assume that this system is devj-ded into three

regions which are denoted by I, II, III' Region

III denotes spacer-layer (non doped LL*Gat-*As)

and GaAs layer which is undoped. LL*Gat-*Ls layer

in the region II is fu11y depleted and, thus, all

of the donor are ionl-zed to supply the electrons

in the heterointerface resulting in forming 2DEG'

The conduction band edge, subband energies and

Fermi energy are measured from the conduction band

edge minimum. l,le have to nole that the depletion

approximation will introduce an error in evalua-

ting the charge density in the region II' espe-

cial1y in Ehe case of high donor densities ' More

refined analysis in this region by Lee et at'7) '
where they used Fermi-Dirac stati"stics for the

electrons captured by the donors and Ehrenberg

relation for the Fermi integral. In the present

work we used Ehis refined method to solve Poisson

equation in this region and found that the results

give a good agreement with the depletion approxi-

mation for higher donor densities as shown later'

In this paper, thereforer we report the results

calculated by the depleti-on approximation and nore

refined analysis will be reported elsewhere8) '

Now we calculate the conduction band edge

Qa(z) in the region I by solving Poisson equation

given by

Therefore, conduction band edge 0O (z) and its

first derivative are given bY
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In order to solve equilibrium sLate in area

III, we have to solve effective mass equation and

Poisson equation self-consistently. The envelope

function e;G) satisfies

where m" is the effective mass perpendicular to

the hetero interface. nj. is given by

-o (r)
2

dz

where 0, is the conduction edge potential rneasured

from the conduction band edge minimum aL the

interface. Therefore conduction band edge in the

region I is given bY

-eQr(r)=Ef*Ep

where E, is the Ferrni energy and E, is the acti-

vation energy of n-Al*Ga1-trAs.

Conduction band edge potential QO (z) in the

region II is given bY

where mI is the effective rnass parallel

i-nEerf ace.

The potential Q-(z) is written as

(e)

to the

(2) 0-(z) = 0oo(z; + QuG) + Q*"(") (10)

where d and O(z) are the rnagnitude of the discon-,o

tinuity of the conductlon band edge at the inter-

face and the step function, respectively' The

Hartree potential QoQ) is given bY
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where N, is the net donor density in n-Al*Gar-*As

layer and a j-s the dielecLric constant of n-

A1sGa7-sAs. The boundary conditj-on is given by

where t'l7 (z) and Nr(z) are the subband electron

density and the net accepter density i-n GaAs la-

y€r, respeetively. Surface electron sheet density



N" is obtained from charge neutralitv as fo11ows.

N" = NpZp- NAZI

reases with increasi-ng the donor concentrations i_n

n-Al*Ga7_*As and with increasing the aluminium

contents x. Such a behavior is similar to the

result obtained from other methods but the abso-

lute values are not i-n good agreement due to the

fact stated above.
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where Zp Ls the depletion width
layer. ZA is Lhe width of GaAs

given by
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where En is the band gap of
assumed that the accepter

GaAs layer as illustrated
smaller than the band gap.
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where Eo, o and B are 1.519(eV), 5.405 x 10-4

(eVlK) and 204(K), respectivefy9).
Assurning the potential and its first

ti-ve are conLinuous at z = O, we get ND

from above equations as follows.
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Fig. 2 Electron
in n-Al*Ga1-*As
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Fig. 3 Self-consistent
vs. doping density
alumi-nium content x as a

in GaAs vs. donor CensitY
spaceratT=4.2K.
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93. Results and discussion
Since the j-onizatj-on energy of the donors in

n-AlrGa7_rAs is not known wel1r w€ assumed three
different values, 50, 100, and 150meV for the

present calculations. In this abstract we show

the self-consistent results on the hetero-
structures with 60i un-doped AI*Gar-*As 1ayer,

100meV donor ionization energy, and x = 0.17 to
0.33 at T : 4.2K, where the conductj-on band dis-
continuity is assumed to be given by x in eV.

Figure 2 shows the electron densities j-n GaAs

as a function of the donor density in n-A1*Ga-7_trAs

for x:0.33, 0.30, 0,25 and 0.17. We find j-n

Fig. 2 that the interface electron density inc-

results of Fermi energy
of AlrGa7-rAs wiEh the
parameter.

I{e present Fermi energies for the interface
electrons as a function of doping density in n-
A1-Gar_-As. Fermi energy increases with increa-
sing the doping density due to the increase in the

elecLron density, where the Fermi energy is mea-

sured frorn the conduction band edge of GaAs at the

interface. It is found that the electrons are not
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confined in the interface for a smaller value of

aluminium content x and for a large value of

doping densiry in n-AlrGar-"As. Therefore we

excluded such regions in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the calculated depletion width

of n-AI Ga- As as a function of the doping densi-
& J-&

ty. Since the interface electrons are supplied

from the donors in the n-Al*Gar-*As, the depletion

width decreases with increasing the doping den-

sitv.

and III are shown by solid curve in

= 1.0x1012" -2, where the result of
regions II
Fig. 5 for N
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the depletion approximation is also plotted by

dashed curve. As seen in Fig. 5, we find no

noticeable dif.ference between the two approxima-

tion methods. However, it was found that the

results for smaller values of N. do not agree
B)

well
In conclusion we present self-consistent cal-

culations of the 2DEG density as a donor density

in n-Al*Gar_rAs. The present results give a very

irnportant information about the doping density and

the width of the n-Al*Ga7-"As required to get a

desired electron density in the GaAs layer and

thus a desi-gn principle of the tlEMT.
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Fig. 4 Self-consistent results of the depletion
width vs. doping density of LI*Ga1-rAs with the
aluminium content x as a parameter.
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Fig. 5 The conduction
AL*Ga1-*Ls layer for N" =
Fermi-Dirac statistics;
approximation.

band edse level in n-
1gL2"*-2" Solid line:
Dotted line: Depletion

As pointed out earlier, the depletion approxi-

mation is expected not to give a satisfactory

result in the region II. trie, therefore, solved

Poisson equation, using eq. (6) of reference B, and

the resulting curve of conduction band edge in the

Fermi-Diroc stotistics
Depletion opproximotion


